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ABSTRACT
MODELING SOURCE MEMORY DECISION BOUNDS
FEBRUARY 2010
ANGELA M. PAZZAGLIA, B.A., ELMIRA COLLEGE
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Caren M. Rotello

Current Signal Detection Theory models of source memory necessitate
assumptions about the underlying distributions of source strengths to describe source
memory performance. The current experiments applied a modified version of the samedifferent task in order to plot individual memory stimuli along a controlled dimension of
the average frequency of voices. This technique allowed us to determine that subjects
were using an independent-observations strategy rather than a differencing strategy when
deciding whether two test words were spoken by the same or different female speakers at
study. By including two male and two female voices and changing the task distinction
from same or different speakers to same or different genders, we predictably switched
subjects’ decision strategies. With this new same-different memory design, we are one
step closer to ending our reliance on measures that are inferred from data to describe
subjects’ source memory performance.
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CHAPTER 1
DESCRIBING SOURCE MEMORY

Introduction
Source memory involves both remembering that an item was previously
encountered and attributing that item to its context at encoding. For example, an
individual may wish to determine whether they heard about a new law going into effect
on the news on or on the radio. Analogously, in an experimental setting, subjects may
decide if a particular word was spoken by a male or female voice or appeared on the left
or right of the monitor when they were exposed to it during the study session.
The foundation of knowledge about source memory was built upon descriptive
research investigating the conditions under which source memory could be predictably
altered (see Johnson & Mitchell, 2002, for a review). The most common procedure
involved systematic manipulations of study or test conditions that influenced participants’
source accuracy or bias to respond that an item originated from one source or another.
Johnson and Raye (1981) investigated reality monitoring, a type of source
memory that distinguishes between memories of external perceptions and memories of
internal thoughts, in precisely this manner. Johnson and Raye were interested in
determining how these two sources of information differed, what types of cues people
rely on in order to distinguish between information from these sources, and under what
conditions people were likely to misremember the true source of information. They
postulated that people made reality monitoring decisions by setting criteria along several
differentially weighted dimensions of contextual information, sensory attributes, semantic
details, and information about cognitive operations during encoding. For example,
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information about the more active cognitive processes involved in the internal generation
of items or the more passive processing of external items can be used as a cue for source
monitoring. On the dimension of strength of contextual information, two criteria
distinguished between items with low contextual information that were most likely to be
internally generated, items with medium or nondiagnostic contextual information that
required further analysis to determine their correct source of origin, and items with high
contextual information that were most likely to be externally generated. By conducting
studies that varied the amount of evidence along each of these presumed dimensions,
Johnson and Raye concluded that internal and external memories were independently
represented and could be made more confusable by increasing semantic and sensory
overlap and less confusable by increasing information about cognitive operations.
While the information gained from these early investigations of source memory
was an important first step towards achieving an understanding of the construct, the field
at the time was lacking a well-formed theoretical perspective to drive subsequent
research. As researchers continued to uncover evidence about people’s ability to
distinguish between sources of information in a variety of contexts (e.g., Johnson &
Raye, 1981; Hashtroudi, Johnson, & Chrosniak, 1989; Lindsay & Johnson, 1991;
Johnson, Hashtroudi, & Lindsay, 1993), focus shifted from explaining what people can
do to explaining how people make such source discriminations. Johnson and Raye’s
(1981) approach to describing source monitoring suggested one of several possible ways
in which people may access source information. Their conceptualization of source
monitoring implies that people actively reconstruct elements of the encoding conditions
in order to make a source attribution. Another possibility is that people recall specific
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qualitative details of the event that were encoded along with the item. By using the
existing empirical evidence to build and test quantitative models of source memory,
researchers were able to generate informed predictions about how source memory works
(Banks, 2000; DeCarlo, 2003; Batchelder & Riefer, 1990).
Modeling Source Memory
Signal Detection Theory
One common approach to this modern and more theoretical perspective makes
use of the principles of signal detection theory (SDT) to describe the process of source
discrimination. SDT is a general tool for measuring performance on any task that
involves assigning a response to a particular class of stimuli, and this framework lends
itself to the study of a variety of cognitive processes including item memory and source
memory. Macmillan and Creelman (2005) provided a general review of detection theory
including its application to several memory paradigms. According to the signal detection
framework, each stimulus class is normally distributed on some continuum of familiarity
or memory strength, with recently presented or “target” items higher on this continuum
than non-studied or “lure” items (see Figure 1). Subjects completing a memory task
would set a criterion along this continuum above which the item would be adequately
familiar to lead to an “old” response and below which a “new” response would result.
Typical recognition memory tasks require subjects to provide an old-new confidence
rating. In these cases, multiple criteria would be placed to divide the decision space into
increasing levels of confidence corresponding to the underlying strength dimension. The
use of confidence ratings allows researchers to calculate receiver operating characteristics
(ROCs), which graphically demonstrate the relationship between hits (responding “old”
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to a target) and false alarms (responding “old” to a lure) as a function of confidence.
Points in the ROC space are cumulative, such that the first point corresponds to the hit
and false alarm rate for the most confident “old” response, the second point corresponds
to the hit and false alarm rates for the two most confident “old” responses, and so on. The
height of the curve in the space is a measure of sensitivity or the distance between the
target and lure distributions (d ). Target and lure distributions with a greater degree of
overlap would be harder to distinguish between than distributions with less overlap. SDT
allows for the calculation of response bias (c), or willingness to say “old”, independent of
the sensitivity measure. Several characteristics of the ROC are predicted by SDT,
including convex ROCs that are linear in standardized or zROC space. zROCs plot z(hits)
against z(false alarms), and the slope of the zROC provides information about the ratio of
the standard deviations of the target and lure distributions, assuming they are Gaussian in
form.
While the application of SDT to old-new or item recognition performance is
rather straightforward, several researchers have demonstrated that a multivariate
extension of SDT can be used to account for the more complicated source memory
paradigm. A multidimensional model is necessary to account for both item information
on one dimension and source information on another. Banks (2000) proposed that a
multivariate extension of SDT could account for item recognition and source memory
performance, thereby uniting previously disparate memory paradigms. Banks’ model
consisted of a 2-dimensional representation including a distribution for each stimulus
class (new, source A, and source B items; see Figure 2). In order to make a decision in a
particular memory task, the relevant distributions could be collapsed onto a
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unidimensional axis, and a decision criterion could be placed. For example, when
completing a source memory task, one would project the distributions onto an axis
defined by the means of A and B and set a criterion. Banks applied this approach to data
from each memory task by calculating interitem distances between each stimulus
distribution and using multidimensional scaling to place the distributions in bivariate
space. From this representation, decision axes used by the subjects in each task were
estimated within the space, revealing that the best-fitting item and source axes were
orthogonal. These results suggest that subjects were using the same information in
different ways for each memory task, making it possible to account for performance in all
tasks with a single multidimensional model. Banks’ model, however, predicts source
ROCs that do not match the form of empirical ROCs (DeCarlo, 2003).
Further applications of this multivariate version of the general SDT model to
source memory data provided the field with a more detailed account of the parameters
and cognitive processes underlying item and source memory. DeCarlo (2003) empirically
tested the ability of this multivariate SDT model to account for source memory data, and
while the model did not provide an adequate quantitative fit, the results were informative
nonetheless. DeCarlo’s analyses revealed that, contrary to Banks’ (2000) findings, there
was a correlation between item detection and source discrimination, such that targets with
more strength of evidence along the old-new dimension are also more likely to be
attributed to their true source. This correlation is evident in Figure 3, as there is a greater
distance between the source distributions “A” and “B” as old-new familiarity increases
(Hilford, Glanzer, Kim, & DeCarlo, 2002). Related to this correlation, DeCarlo noted that
a potential bias can emerge when source responses are conditionally required only after
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an “old” item response, as source performance will be inflated when a conservative oldnew criterion is in place (see also, Starns, Hicks, Brown, & Martin, 2008).
Threshold/Multinomial Models
Two-high threshold models are another approach researchers have taken in an
attempt to describe source memory processes. Each of the models within this more
general class assume that on each source memory trial, participants are in one of three
cognitive states: (1) they remember that the item originated from Source A, (2) they
remember that the item originated from Source B, or (3) they do not remember the item’s
source and therefore guess. One threshold model that researchers have commonly applied
to source memory paradigms is the Batchelder-Riefer model (Batchelder & Riefer, 1990;
Riefer, Hu, & Batchelder, 1994; Bayen, Murnane, & Erdfelder, 1996; Meiser & Br der,
2002). The Batchelder-Riefer model is a multinomial processing model that allows for
the measurement of the independent contributions of item memory, source memory, and
several response bias parameters. A separate decision tree exists for new, Source A, and
Source B items, with each branch of the tree representing the probability that a particular
cognitive state occurs. In this manner, there are several possible routes to the same
response (e.g., in order to respond “Source A”, a subject can remember that an item was
old and remember that it was from Source A, remember that an item was old and guess
Source A, or guess that an item was old and guess Source A). Each of these cognitive
states are parameters within the model and can be estimated from data. This class of
models cannot account for the above-chance source discrimination in the absence of item
information as documented by Starns et al. (2008), as subjects who do not remember that
an item is old are presumed to rely exclusively on a guessing parameter.
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Another type of model that incorporates both threshold and SDT processes and
has been applied to source memory research is the dual-process model (Yonelinas, 1994,
1999). The dual-process model incorporates both recollection, a high-threshold process,
and familiarity, an equal-variance signal detection process, and it assumes that
recollection and familiarity are independent of one another. This model assumes that
recollection is the primary contributor to source memory performance when the
familiarities of the two sources are equated. Consistent with ROCs generated by
threshold models, the dual-process model predicts linear source ROCs and concave
zROCs (Yonelinas, 1999; but see Parks & Yonelinas, 2007, for a clarification of this
claim). Because these predictions differ from the predictions based on SDT, namely that
the source ROCs should be curvilinear and the zROCs should be linear, it is possible to
use empirical ROCs to compare the models. Yonelinas (1999) systematically varied the
expected contribution of recollection and familiarity to source discrimination in order to
compare the observed ROCs with the predictions made by the two models. When the
familiarities of the items from each source were unequal and therefore diagnostic such
that both familiarity and recollection could contribute to source discrimination, the ROCs
were convex and the zROCs were linear. This finding is consistent with either an SDT
model or a dual-process model in which only familiarity is contributing to performance.
However, when the familiarities of each source were equated so that presumably only
recollection could contribute to source memory, the ROCs became more linear (though
not exactly so) and the zROCs became concave. These findings appear to be inconsistent
with both SDT models that always predict curvilinear ROCs and multinomial models
such as the Batchelder-Riefer model that always predict linear ROCs, as apparently
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neither familiarity nor recollection alone can account for these dissociations in source
memory.
In contrast to Yonelinas’ (1999) data, several researchers have consistently
documented convex source ROCs as predicted by an SDT model even when the
familiarities of the two sources are equated (e.g., Slotnick, Klein, Dodson, & Shimamura,
2000; Hilford et al., 2002; Glanzer, Hilford, & Kim, 2004). Slotnick and Dodson (2005)
demonstrated that curvilinear source ROCs can appear to be flattened or linear when the
ROCs are constructed from data that include noise from low-confident guessing
responses. Furthermore, Hilford et al. (2002) confirmed that the mixture model of
recognition memory proposed by DeCarlo (2002), an extension of SDT that accounts for
the fact that subjects do not attend to some of the items and therefore have no source
information on some trials, can predict slightly concave zROCs. Hautus, Macmillan, and
Rotello (2008) showed that these flattened ROCs can come from likelihood-based
decision bounds without resorting to either a recollection process or a mixture process.
Despite the clear advancement in our understanding of source memory as the field
has progressed into more theoretical avenues, a problem remains: we must still make
assumptions about the nature of the underlying stimulus distributions. We assume that
studied items are distributed higher along a continuum of familiarity or memory strength
and that our measures of sensitivity and bias provide adequate information about the
location of the distributions and decision criteria. However, as informative as these
measures are, they are still inferred from data: we have no direct evidence of the nature of
the distributions. One way around this obstacle is to create distributions of items about
which we have this quantitative information. Knowing the precise location of each item
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in relation to the other items along this controlled dimension will allow us to make more
sophisticated and empirically based models of source memory, and this process will help
to free us from our reliance on distributional assumptions. In order to accomplish this
next step towards a better understanding of source memory, we will look to the example
set in the field of perception.
SDT Approaches to Perception
Research in the perceptual domain is characterized by strict control of the
characteristics of stimuli along one or more dimensions, which allows for the
construction of distributions with whatever properties are desired for a given task. For
example, researchers could vary the diameter of circles presented to subjects and ask
them to categorize the circles into group A or group B. The researchers could set the
mean diameter and standard deviation of each group, which subjects would learn to
classify through feedback. Knowing the properties of the underlying stimulus
distributions allows the researchers to plot the subjects’ A and B responses as a function
of circle size to determine the rules that subjects were using to categorize the stimuli.
General Recognition Theory (GRT; Ashby & Townsend, 1986) provided the
guiding principles for implementing this type of control in perception research and data
analysis. Drawing from SDT, one application of GRT makes use of known properties of a
stimulus to predict the unobservable perceptual experience the stimulus causes. The
difficulty, of course, is that a stimulus does not always produce a consistent perceptual
experience. As noise enters the system, the perception diverges from the actual stimulus.
However, it can be assumed that the resulting perceptual effect is at least systematically
related to the characteristics of the physical stimulus that created the effect (Ashby &
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Townsend, 1986). GRT maps the probability function of the resulting perceptual
experiences for each stimulus in multidimensional space. Depending on how many
relevant properties a stimulus has for a given recognition or discrimination task, subjects
can divide the perceptual space by placing criteria along each dimension. The more the
perceptual distributions of two stimuli overlap in this space, the more similar they are
perceived to be (Ashby & Perrin, 1988). By requiring participants to categorize items
from the generated distributions that differ along two dimensions, it is possible to plot
their responses in this two-dimensional space and “see” their decision bounds. The actual
decision bounds adopted during the task can then be compared to optimal decision
bounds or bounds predicted by a given model of categorization. In this manner,
researchers are able to determine the precise nature of the decision rules that people are
adopting, allowing for the development of informed models of human categorization.
GRT modeling also allows for the comparison between observed and predicted accuracy
based on the overlap of the stimulus distributions and the optimal decision bounds.
Applying the tools of GRT, Ashby and Gott (1988) independently manipulated
the length of each of two intersecting segments of an L-shaped object, thus creating two
categories of stimuli, which they asked subjects to learn. By controlling the stimuli along
multiple dimensions and setting the parameters for each distribution of items, these
researchers were able to make predictions about the decision bounds that subjects would
adopt under various conditions. Upon plotting the participants’ categorization responses
within the stimulus space, they were then able to calculate the actual bounds of each
individual in order to test their model. Having this knowledge about the precise location
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of the decision bounds allowed researchers to test competing theories of exemplar and
prototype based models of categorization.
Hautus, Irwin, & Sutherland (1994) used a similar procedure when they
systematically varied the amplitude of auditory tones and asked subjects to decide
whether two consecutive tones were the same or different. With stimuli such as these that
differ along one dimension, the use of a same-different design results in a bivariate
perceptual space, with the amplitude of tone 1 on one axis and the amplitude of tone 2 on
the other. This representation results in four normally distributed stimulus classes with
two distributions representing tones that are the same (tone 1/tone 1 and tone 2/tone 2)
and two representing tones that are different (tone 1/tone 2 and tone 2/tone 1). Analyzing
subjects’ performance on this task and the shapes of the resulting same-different ROCs
allowed these researchers to determine that subjects were making relative rather than
absolute judgments of amplitudes when deciding whether two tones were the same or
different (see Figure 4). This finding implies that subjects were using a differencing
strategy by which the perceptual experiences resulting from the two stimuli are directly
compared. If this difference exceeds some criterion, the subject responds that they are
different; if not, they are judged to be the same. This strategy can be distinguished from a
likelihood-ratio or independent-observations strategy, whereby subjects compare the
location of the two stimuli in perceptual space and respond “same” if they fall on the
same side of a likelihood bound (Macmillan, Kaplan, & Creelman, 1977). Depending on
the strategy that an individual is adopting for a given task, there are two different
measures of sensitivity (d

I-O for

the independent-observations strategy and d

diff for

differencing strategy; Macmillan & Creelman, 2005). Hautus, Irwin, and Forsyth later
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the

pointed out the risk associated with drawing conclusions about subjects’ decision
strategies in the same-different context based solely on ROCs. By plotting subjects’
responses and decision bounds in conjunction with ROCs, Hautus et al. determined that,
while subjects used the differencing strategy when judging whether two circles of various
diameters were the same or different, they were capable of adopting an independentobservations strategy when judging whether two numbers were drawn from the same or
different distributions.
While these techniques for generating stimulus distributions are standard in
categorization and perception research, the only way, up until now, to attain any
information about the underlying distributions in a recognition memory paradigm was to
estimate them from data. The primary goal of the current project is to borrow these tools
from perception research and apply them to source memory research, a task that has yet
to be undertaken in the literature. In particular, we will draw upon the perception research
staple of systematically controlling the known characteristics of a stimulus in order to
draw connections between unobservable encoding and retrieval processes in memory and
observable measures of memory performance. In order to accomplish this goal, we will
take advantage of the naturally occurring distributions of the average pitch of words
spoken by two female and two male voices. We will use various measures of source
memory performance, including the standard source rating confidence interval as well as
a modification of the traditional same-different design used in perception tasks. Plotting
subjects’ source memory responses in two-dimensional space will allow us to examine
the types of decision bounds they employed in each task and, consequently, their use of
pitch information to make source decisions.
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Using these principles of GRT in the domain of memory research will not be as
straightforward as the application in categorization research, as there is added noise in
memory. We will be faced with not only perceptual noise, but also encoding and retrieval
noise. Despite the additional noise, the control we will gain by adopting the procedures
used in perception research will undoubtedly improve upon the current source memory
procedures.
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CHAPTER 2
SOURCE MEMORY EXPERIMENTS

Experiment 1: Old-New
Experiment 1 assessed subjects’ old-new and source memory for words spoken in
one of two female voices. We measured subjects’ sensitivity in terms of d , and we
examined item and source ROCs. Finally, an analysis of subjects’ source responses as a
function of the pitch of each item allowed us to evaluate how and to what extent subjects
used pitch information to make source judgments.
Method
Subjects
Thirty-eight undergraduate students at the University of Massachusetts Amherst
participated in the study for extra credit in their psychology courses [34 women and 4
men; mean age = 19.95 years, standard deviation (sd) = 2.12].
Materials
The stimuli were 320 nouns between three and eight letters long [Kucera-Francis
(K-F) linguistic frequencies ranging from 1 to 967; Coltheart, 1981]. Audio clips of each
word were recorded in two female voices, and the average frequency in Hz was
calculated for each word using Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2008). Words spoken by
“Claire” ranged in frequency from 137-370Hz with a mean of 194Hz, and those spoken
by “Tonya” ranged in frequency from 110-339Hz with a mean of 236Hz. The average
frequencies of the words were approximately normally distributed for each voice, and
there was substantial overlap between the pitches of words spoken by Tonya and Claire
(see Figure 5).
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Procedure
At the onset of the experiment, participants were familiarized with the voices by
listening to five words spoken first by Tonya and then by Claire. The voices were labeled
as Tonya/Voice 1 and Claire/Voice 2. Participants were able to adjust the volume, if
necessary. Next, they completed a practice study consisting of five study words (three
spoken by Claire and two by Tonya) to familiarize them with the study and test
procedure. Subjects were instructed to remember the words and which speaker spoke
each word. Simultaneous with the audio presentation of each word, it appeared in text in
the center of the computer screen. Three seconds were allowed for each stimulus
presentation. The experimenter identified the speaker of the first two words in the study
list to ensure that the participants were able to distinguish between the two voices.
Immediately following the practice study, participants were introduced to the method of
response, a 6-point confidence rating scale. The practice test consisted of the five studied
words along with five new words. Test words were presented visually, centered on the
screen, with no accompanying audio. Participants were prompted to first decide if the
word was old (appeared in the study list) or new by responding “1” for sure old, “2” for
probably old, “3” for maybe old, “4” for maybe new, “5” for probably new, and “6” for
sure new on a standard keyboard. The rating scale remained on the screen until the
subjects responded, and subjects were instructed to spread out their responses along the
entire rating scale based on their confidence. If they responded that the word was old
(i.e., rating 1, 2, or 3) they were then prompted to decide in which voice they heard that
word at study by using the source rating scale. They responded “1” for sure Tonya, “2”
for probably Tonya, “3” for maybe Tonya, “4” for maybe Claire, “5” for probably Claire,
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and “6” for sure Claire. All displays were response terminated. During the practice test
only, the experimenter gave the participants verbal feedback after they provided their
responses.
The study list consisted of 160 words, 5 primacy and 5 recency words along with
75 words spoken by Tonya and 75 by Claire in a random order. Words were
counterbalanced so that each word was equally likely to appear as studied or new and as
Tonya or Claire but never occurred in both voices for a given subject. As in the practice
phase, the audio and text occurred simultaneously; the text remained on the screen for 3
seconds. At the conclusion of the study session, a reminder appeared on the screen
encouraging the participants to use the entire rating scale. The test included 150 studied
words, half spoken by Tonya and half by Claire, and an equal number of new words for a
total of 300 test items presented in a random order for each subject. The test procedure
was the same as the practice test except that there was no feedback from the
experimenter, and none of the practice words were included in the study or test lists.
Results and Discussion
One subject’s scores were dropped due to computer malfunction, and seven
subjects whose old-new discrimination performances were at or near chance (d

≤ .50)

were dropped from further analyses. The majority of subjects were able to discriminate
between studied and new words at test (da = 1.00, estimated slope = .74), and the
Gaussian model fit well [χ2(3) = 6.50, p = .09, n.s.]. The old-new ROC (see Figure 6) is
convex and asymmetric about the minor diagonal, which is consistent with an unequal
variance SDT model in which the variance of the target distribution is greater than the
variance of the lure distribution. Subjects did less well at discriminating between sources
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after making an “old” judgment (da = .68, estimated slope = 1.07). The source memory
ROC is flattened and slightly asymmetric, and the Gaussian model was rejected [χ2(3) =
14.93, p = .002]. Flattened curves are typical of source memory ROCs that are collapsed
across all levels of old-new confidence ratings, as low and even moderate confidence oldnew ratings typically result in nondiagnostic source information. These items tend to add
noise that pulls the curve towards the chance line (Slotnick & Dodson, 2005). It is,
however, difficult to tell if the ROC in this case is flattened or just appears so because the
curve is close to the chance line. The source ROC is expected to be slightly asymmetric
because the variance of Claire items is greater than the variance of Tonya items (sd for
Claire items = 31.92, sd for Tonya items = 23.82; slope of the zROC = 1.07).
The source accuracy we observed in Experiment 1 using two female voices is
comparable but slightly lower than the source accuracy levels found in previous
experiments using a male and a female voice. For example, Slotnick et al. (2000)
observed source d

values of .57, 1.41, and 1.08 across three experiments using different

response procedures and study list lengths. Slotnick and Dodson (2005) reported source
d s of 1.02 and 1.27, and their reanalysis of Yonelinas’ (1999) data yielded a source d
of .79. The source accuracy level in the current experiment is somewhat lower than that
in typical male-female source tasks because the two female voices are probably more
similar in pitch and other vocal characteristics than voices of different genders. The two
female source distributions would, therefore, have more overlap and be harder to
distinguish between than different-gender source distributions. Our study and test lists are
also longer than the lists of several of the source experiments in the literature, which
would result in lower old-new and source accuracy.
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Given our goal of making use of the known pitch distributions to predict memory
performance, it was necessary to determine whether subjects were in fact encoding pitch
information at study and taking advantage of the difference in frequencies to distinguish
between sources. In order to accomplish this goal, we divided the stimuli into ten
frequency bins. Within each bin, we then calculated both the actual number of Claire
utterances and the observed number of “Claire” judgments (regardless of confidence
level). For these calculations, the entire range of frequencies in Hz was broken down into
10 bins that were 18-20 Hz wide, as follows: 137-157, 158-178, 179-199, 200-219, 220239, 240-259, 260-278, 279-298, 299-318, 319-339. Based on the response patterns (see
Figure 7), it appears that subjects were making use of pitch information, and furthermore,
they were very sensitive to the underlying distribution of frequencies. This is evident in
the fact that the proportion of Claire responses decreases as pitch increases, except at the
rightmost tail of the distributions where there are Claire outliers (see Figure 5).
It is possible that, because the study and test lists were quite long and the task
itself was difficult, subjects were not able to adequately encode and retrieve pitch
information. We addressed this possibility in later experiments by shortening the study
and test lists and by adding study repetitions. We also implemented two versions of the
same-different design in the following experiments that allowed us to plot subjects’
responses and decision criteria as a function of the average frequencies of the voices.
This provided us with a better tool for measuring the contribution of pitch information to
voice discrimination.
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Experiment 2a: Memory in Same-Different
Experiments 2a and 2b were designed to further examine subjects’ ability to distinguish
between the two female voices implemented in Experiment 1, Tonya and Claire.
Experiment 2a examined subjects’ source memory for these voices using a novel samedifferent source memory test. This design allowed us to plot subjects’ source responses to
each stimulus pair in a two-dimensional memory decision space on the controlled pitch
dimension, just as Hautus et al. (1994) did in a perceptual domain. We were then able to
directly measure each subject’s decision bounds, allowing us to evaluate the use of an
independent-observations strategy or a differencing strategy to complete the task.
We conducted a standard perceptual version of this same-different task in order to
obtain a baseline measure of performance. We compared subjects’ performance in the
perceptual task to performance in the memory task in order to partition the perceptual
noise from the noise due to encoding and retrieval.
Method
Subjects
Thirty undergraduate students at the University of Massachusetts Amherst
participated in the study for course credit (21 women and 9 men; mean age = 20.3 years,
sd = 1.44).
Materials
The same stimuli from Experiment 1 were used for this experiment. Word pairs
were drawn from one of four distributions (Claire/Claire, Tonya/Tonya, Claire/Tonya, or
Tonya/Claire; see Figure 8). Each subject was presented with one of six random samples
of words, and the pitches of each sample were plotted to ensure that the sample
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distributions appeared roughly normally distributed with overlap (mean frequencies in Hz
for each utterance by Claire and Tonya ranged from 179 to 197 and from 232 to 240,
respectively; median frequencies for Claire and Tonya ranged from 173 to 185 and from
226 to 235, respectively). The words were nouns between three and eight letters long,
with the mean number of letters ranging from 4.8 to 5.6 across samples. Using the MRC
Psycholinguistic Database (Coltheart, 1981), we also ensured that the distributions of
linguistic frequencies of each random sample were comparable, with the mean K-F
frequencies ranging from 97.4 to 112.2 and the median K-F frequencies ranging from
64.5 to 77.5. (We were not able to equate these measures perfectly while simultaneously
maintaining normally distributed frequencies for both voices with significant overlap, a
feature that is vital to our design.) The mean and median K-F frequencies are rather
different because the random samples included a number of outliers.
Procedure
The session began with a practice block during which each participant heard each
voice speak the same five words while a picture of the speaker was displayed on the
screen. Pictures of women with distinctive features were chosen to provide subjects with
an encoding strategy in an attempt to increase performance. Next, subjects completed a
practice same-different test in order to become familiarized with the task and response
procedures. During the practice test, subjects heard a list of eight practice study words
one at a time as they appeared in text on a computer monitor. Each word remained on the
screen for 3 secs. Subjects were instructed to remember the words and in which voice
each word was spoken. Immediately after hearing all the words, the subjects were
presented with pairs of words side-by-side on the screen in text only. The subjects were
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asked to decide whether the words in each test pair were presented in the same voice or in
different voices at study. Subjects rated their confidence that the two words were spoken
by the same or different speaker by pressing “1” = sure same, “2” = probably same, “3” =
maybe same, “4” = maybe different, “5” = probably different, and “6” = sure different on
a standard keyboard. Feedback appeared on the screen after each practice response.
After the subjects demonstrated an understanding of the task requirements, they
completed three study and test blocks. During each study block, subjects heard 50 words,
25 spoken by Tonya and 25 by Claire (in a random order), plus 5 primacy and 5 recency
filler words. Each test block was composed of 100 pairs of words, 25 pairs from each of
the four distributions, for a total of 300 pairs. Each word occurred four times in each test
block, with the stipulation that the same word did not occur twice in any pair. The pairs
were presented in a different random order for each subject. Words were counterbalanced
across participants so that each stimulus was equally likely to be spoken in each voice.
No word occurred in more than one voice or in more than one block for any one
participant.
Results and Discussion
A large fraction of the subjects (14 of 30) demonstrated chance-level samedifferent sensitivity (d

I-O and

d′Diff ≤ .50), so the following analyses are presented with

and without these subjects. The source memory ROC is close to the chance line (d
0.74, d

Diff

I-O

=

= 0.82 including all subjects; d′I-O = 1.03, d′Diff = 1.22 for above chance

subjects; see Figure 9), as this task was clearly difficult. The ROC is a flattened, convex
curve that is symmetric about the minor diagonal, consistent with the results found in
Experiment 1 using the same stimuli in a standard old-new design. Source accuracy
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appears to be lower than in Experiment 1 based on the height of the ROC, but samedifferent ROCs are lower than old-new ROCs even when sensitivity is equated (see
Macmillan & Creelman, 2005, Chapter 9). Performance on the same-different task was
comparable to the source sensitivity found in Experiment 1 (d

= .65).

Decision bounds consistent with the independent-observations strategy and the
differencing strategy were separately fit to each individual subjects’ same-different
responses to each of 300 stimulus pairs using a hold-one-out cross validation analysis.
For the independent-observations strategy, we fit a linear version rather than the
likelihood bounds portrayed in Figure 4. Parameters were set such that the decision
bounds were perpendicular vertical and horizontal lines with the intercepts of each free to
vary. Each of the 300 data points for each subject was held out one at a time to find the
decision bounds that best predicted the held out point. The percentage of each subjects’
same-different responses that were accurately predicted by the model was calculated as a
measure of fit. A similar procedure was used for the differencing strategy, except that the
parameters included two parallel lines whose intercepts and common slope were free to
vary (see Figure 10 for an example of the decision bounds for each strategy). The
independent-observations strategy is the optimal strategy for this task, as these bounds
result in a higher percentage of correctly identified points. Across counterbalancing
conditions, adoption of the independent-observations strategy allows for the correct
identification of 76-86% of the stimulus pairs, while the differencing strategy leads to 7078% correct. These percentages represent the best that subjects could do using each of
these strategies.
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The plot of same-different responses for individual subjects as a function of the
pitch of each voice in a trial do not exhibit clear decision bounds, as performance was
rather low (see Figure 11 for the clearest individual-subject data). The hold-one-out cross
validation fit results for the current experiment were in favor of the independentobservations strategy for 16 subjects, the differencing strategy for 12 subjects, and
inconclusive for the remaining 2 subjects (see Table 1 for the proportion of correctly
identified data points obtained from each model for individual subjects). This finding
implies that a slight majority of the subjects were setting separate criteria for each item in
a stimulus pair and responding same if the pitch for each voice fell on the same side of
the criteria (both high pitches or both low pitches), though this difference is not
significant by a sign test (p = .57). The remaining subjects were using a strategy in which
they directly compared the average frequencies for each word and responding same if the
difference in pitch did not exceed their criterion. For the 16 subjects who were using the
independent-observations strategy, the independent-observations bounds outperformed
the differencing bounds by an average of 5.2%. For the remaining 12 subjects, the
differencing strategy provided a better fit by an average of 3.2%. Because discrimination
was so low, the decision bound models yielded very poor fits for both the independentobservations strategy and the differencing strategy. We addressed this limitation in
Experiment 3 by adding a study repetition to increase overall performance, thereby
allowing for a better test of the models.
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Experiment 2b: Perception in Same-Different
Method
Subjects
Thirty undergraduate students at the University of Massachusetts Amherst
participated in the study for course credit (11 men; mean age = 19.53 years, sd = 1.25).
Materials and Procedure
The same pairs of stimuli from Experiment 2a were used for this experiment.
Experiment 2b followed the same basic procedure as Experiment 2a, but there was no
memory component. Subjects were familiarized with samples of each voice as in
Experiment 2a before completing a practice test. During the practice test, subjects heard
two words spoken in succession as the text appeared on the screen. Immediately after the
completion of the second word, the participants’ task was to decide if the two words they
just heard were spoken by the same voice or by different voices. Subjects made samedifferent ratings using a keyboard as in the previous experiment, and they were given
visual feedback during the practice session only. All trials were response terminated with
2 secs between the onset of each word in a pair and 1 sec between the response and the
onset of the next trial. There were eight pairs of words during the practice test, two from
each stimulus distribution. After completing the practice test, the same pairs of words
from Experiment 2a were presented in a random order. There were three test blocks with
100 pairs each for a total of 300 pairs.
Results and Discussion
One subject’s data were lost due to a computer malfunction. The ROC shown in
Figure 9 is very high in the space, indicating that sensitivity was very high (d′I-O = 2.91,
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d′Diff = 4.16). Consistent with the previous experiments, the ROC is convex and
symmetric about the minor diagonal.
The plots of same-different responses for individual subjects demonstrate much
clearer decision bounds than Experiment 2a (see Figure 12 for a representative subject’s
data). Hold-one-out cross validation fit results of the decision bounds supported the
independent-observations strategy for 27 subjects and the differencing strategy for 2
subjects (sign test p < .001; see Table 2 for the proportion of correctly identified data
points obtained from each model for individual subjects). These fit values are much
improved from Experiment 2a, which is a reflection of the higher sensitivity in the
perception version of the task. For the 27 subjects who were using the independentobservations strategy, those decision bounds outperformed the differencing bounds by an
average of 7.6%. For the remaining 2 subjects, the differencing strategy provided a better
fit by an average of 2.1%.
While our data favored the use of the independent-observations strategy, Hautus
et al. (1994) demonstrated that a majority of subjects were using the differencing strategy
to make same-different decisions about the amplitude of tones. Hautus et al. established
that, while subjects were relying on the differencing strategy in making same-different
judgments about circle diameters, they were able to implement the independentobservations strategy when the stimuli were numbers drawn from two Gaussian
distributions. Hautus et al. (1994) hypothesized that, while subjects can easily compute
the relative difference between simple stimuli such as tones, they may be more likely to
rely on the independent-observations strategy when the stimuli are more complex. This
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interpretation is consistent with the results of the current experiment, as human voices are
much more complex than simple tones or circles.
Because performance on the memory version of this same-different task was so
low, it was difficult to make comparisons between the perceptual and memory tasks as
we had planned. We improved upon our design by manipulating the number of study
repetitions to increase sensitivity in Experiment 3, giving us a better estimate of encoding
and retrieval noise.
Experiment 3: Same-Different with 2 Study Repetitions
Experiment 3 included two study repetitions in order to increase sensitivity and
demonstrate that the same-different design can be successfully applied in the memory
domain. Increasing sensitivity also gave us a better estimate of subjects’ decision bounds
and the shape of the source ROC, allowing us to determine what strategies subjects were
employing to make source decisions.
Method
Subjects
Forty undergraduate students at the University of Massachusetts Amherst
participated in the study for course credit (31 women and 9 men; mean age = 19.1 years,
sd = .90).
Materials and Procedure
Experiment 3 was identical to Experiment 2a, except there were two repetitions at
study. Words were fully randomized within each block.
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Results and Discussion
Twelve subjects demonstrated chance-level same-different discriminations (d

I-O

and d′Diff ≤ .50). Nonetheless, the repetitions had the desired effect of increasing average
sensitivity whether d

is calculated including these subjects (d′I-O = 1.33, d′Diff = 1.47) or

excluding them (d′I-O = 1.62, d′Diff = 1.85). This increase in performance is also evident in
the ROC (see Figure 13), as the curve is higher in the space than the curve in Experiment
2a (Figure 9). As in Experiments 1 and 2, the ROC is convex, flattened, and symmetric
about the minor diagonal.
It appears that increasing sensitivity had the added effect of making the decision
bounds more discernible within the same-different response plots (see Figure 14 for an
example same-different response plot). Hold-one-out cross validation fit results favored
the differencing strategy for 13 subjects, the independent-observations strategy for 24
subjects, and were inconclusive for 2 subjects (sign test p = .10, n.s.; see Table 3 for the
proportion of correctly identified data points obtained from each model for individual
subjects). The best that subjects could do using the independent-observations strategy
was .75-.86 and .69-.75 using the differencing strategy. As in Experiments 2a and 2b, the
majority of subjects appeared to be using the optimal independent-observations strategy
to make their same-different responses, though this difference was not significant. For the
24 subjects who were using the independent-observations strategy, the independentobservations bounds outperformed the differencing bounds by an average of 4.7%. For
the remaining 13 subjects, the differencing strategy provided a better fit by an average of
3.9%.
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Experiment 4: Old-New with 2 Study Repetitions
Experiment 4 replicated the findings from the old-new source design in
Experiment 1, and we used the repetition manipulation from Experiment 3 to increase
both old-new and source sensitivity. We also excluded the two outlier stimuli from
Experiment 1, and these changes allowed us to better analyze subjects’ use of the
underlying pitch distributions to make Claire and Tonya source decisions. As in
Experiment 1, we plotted item and source ROCs and calculated the proportion of Claire
responses within each pitch bin.
Method
Subjects
Thirty-seven undergraduate students at the University of Massachusetts Amherst
participated in the study for course credit (21 women and 16 men; mean age = 20.7 years,
sd = 0.02).
Materials and Procedure
The stimuli and procedures were identical to Experiment 1, except that there were
two repetitions of each study word. There were 35 words spoken by Claire, 35 spoken by
Tonya, and 5 primacy and recency fillers at study. All studied Claire and Tonya items
were presented at test along with 70 new words for a total of 140 test items. Each subject
completed 2 blocks of study and test sessions. We required source judgments for all items
(not just items that were called “old”), as these unconditional source ratings are in accord
with the recommendations of DeCarlo (2003) and Starns et al. (2008).
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Results and Discussion
One subject’s data were lost due to a computer malfunction, and 5 subjects whose
old-new discrimination performance was at or near chance (d

≤ .50) were dropped from

further analyses. The majority of subjects were able to discriminate between studied and
new words at test (da = 1.32, estimated slope = .72; Experiment 1 da = 1.00), and the
Gaussian model was rejected [χ2(3) = 23.78, p < .01]. The old-new ROC (see Figure 15)
is convex and asymmetric about the minor diagonal, which is consistent with the old-new
ROC from Experiment 1. Subjects did less well at discriminating between sources after
making an “old” judgment (da = .75, estimated slope = 1.09; Experiment 1 source da =
.68). The source memory ROC is flattened and slightly asymmetric as in Experiment 1,
and again, the Gaussian model was rejected [χ2(3) = 21.63, p < .01]. Considering that the
use of unconditional source ratings lowers the estimate of overall source sensitivity by
including items that subjects first called “new,” it is not surprising that our estimate of
source discrimination improved only slightly from Experiment 1. While unconditional
source ratings might seem counterproductive in light of our goal of improving sensitivity,
they are necessary to get an unbiased estimate of source discrimination.
In addition to analyzing sensitivity and ROCs, we also plotted the proportion of
Claire items and “Claire” responses within each pitch bin to see if subjects were making
use of pitch information to make their source decisions (see Figure 16; only “Claire”
responses conditional on having first responded “old” are presented to allow for
comparisons with Experiment 1). Although source discrimination in this experiment was
slightly improved from Experiment 1, the function relating the proportion of “Claire”
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responses and pitch is surprisingly less clear. However, subjects are still more likely to
respond “Claire” for words spoken in a low pitch than for words spoken in a high pitch.
Experiment 5a: Same-Different Voices
Experiments 5a and 5b further explored the extent to which subjects made use of
pitch information to discriminate between voices in memory. The following experiments
included two male voices along with the two female voices used in the previous
experiments. We manipulated the instructions such that “same” responses indicated either
same-gender pairs or same-voice pairs because different decision bounds are implied by
these two tasks (see Figure 18). Subjects should change from using the independentobservations strategy in the same-gender experiment to the differencing strategy in the
same-voices experiment.
Method
Participants
Thirty undergraduate students at the University of Massachusetts Amherst
participated in the study for course credit (23 women and 7 men; mean age = 19.8 years,
sd = 1.07).
Materials and Procedure
The stimuli for Experiment 5 were words spoken in one of four voices: the two
female voices, Tonya and Claire, from the previous experiments, and two male voices,
Jack and Ben. The distributions of average frequencies of the stimuli for each voice can
be seen in Figure 17. Each distribution is roughly normally distributed with an average
difference of about 40Hz between the means of adjacent voices. This design resulted in a
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more complicated decision space than the previous experiments, as there were 16
stimulus distributions (see Figure 18).
Subjects heard a random list of 56 words in each study block, 14 in each voice,
plus 5 primacy and 5 recency filler words. As in Experiment 3, there were 2 fully
randomized repetitions of each study word for a total of 122 words in each block. At test,
subjects were presented with pairs of words in text only and were asked to make samedifferent ratings. As in Experiments 2a and 2b, each study word occurred in 4 of the 112
test pairs, with 7 pairs from each of the 16 distributions. There were 4 blocks for a total of
28 pairs from each distribution. Participants rated their confidence using a standard
keyboard as in Experiments 2 and 3.
Results and Discussion
One subject discontinued the study after the first block because the experiment
was too difficult, so that subject’s data were dropped from further analyses. Eleven of the
remaining twenty-nine subjects were performing at chance-levels (d
Same-different sensitivity was quite low (d
O

I-O

I-O and

d′Diff ≤ .50).

= .81 and d′Diff = .96 for all subjects; d

I-

= 1.09 and d′Diff = 1.34 for above-chance subjects), though this level of discrimination is

comparable to that found in Experiment 2a and was expected based on the more difficult
design. The ROC is convex, flattened, and symmetric about the minor diagonal (see
Figure 19), which is consistent with the previous experiments.
In addition to examining sensitivity and ROCs, we also plotted subjects’ samedifferent responses in two-dimensional space as in Experiments 2 and 3 to find the best
fitting decision bounds (see Figure 20 for an example same-different response plot from
one of the best performing subjects). The hold-one-out cross validation results based on
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these best fitting decision bounds (see Table 4) revealed that 19 subjects were using the
differencing strategy and 10 subjects were using the independent-observations strategy
(sign test p = .14, n.s.). The best that subjects could do using the independentobservations strategy was .65-.70, and the best possible performance using the
differencing strategy was .76-.81. For the 19 subjects who were using the optimal
differencing strategy, those decision bounds outperformed the independent-observations
bounds by an average of 8.7%. For the remaining 10 subjects, the independentobservations bounds provided a better fit by an average of 5.9%. Although the fits for
some subjects were rather poor, the majority of the fits were comparable with those found
in the previous experiments. Most importantly, it appears that our 4-voice same-different
design successfully encouraged subjects to use the differencing strategy.
Experiment 5b: Same-Different Gender
Method
Subjects
Twenty-nine undergraduate students at the University of Massachusetts Amherst
participated in the study for course credit (21 women and 8 men; mean age = 19.8 years,
sd = 1.13).
Materials and Procedure
The materials and procedure were identical to Experiment 5a, except that at test
subjects were asked to rate their confidence in whether each pair of words was spoken by
the same or different genders rather than by the same or different voices. The same test
pairs were used to allow for comparisons across experiments.
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Results and Discussion
Five subjects demonstrated chance-level discrimination (d

I-O and

Same-different sensitivity was much higher than in Experiment 5a (d
d′Diff = 2.01 for all subjects; d

I-O

I-O

d′Diff ≤ .50).

= 1.67 and

= 1.95 and d′Diff = 2.37 for above-chance subjects).

Consistent with Experiment 5a, the ROC is convex, flattened, and symmetric about the
minor diagonal (see Figure 21).
The hold-one-out cross validation decision bound fits supported the independentobservations strategy for 23 subjects and the differencing strategy for 6 subjects (sign test
p = .002; see Table 5 for hold-one-out fit results and Figure 22 for an example samedifferent response plot from one of the best performing subjects). The best that subjects
could do using the independent-observations strategy was .87-.89, and the best possible
performance using the differencing strategy was .75-.80. For the 23 subjects who were
using the optimal independent-observations strategy, the independent-observations
bounds outperformed the differencing bounds by an average of 6.3%. For the remaining 6
subjects, the differencing strategy provided a better fit by an average of 6.1%.
By introducing a more complicated design including an instruction manipulation
and 2 male and 2 female voices, we obtained further evidence that subjects are capable of
using pitch information from memory to make same-different decisions. Despite the
added difficulty inherent in including four speakers rather than two, the decision bound
fits and overall sensitivity were comparable to Experiments 2a and 3. Most importantly,
we successfully switched the decision strategies that the majority of subjects’ were
adopting to complete the two tasks. When distinguishing between same or different
genders, 23 of 29 subjects (79%), a significant majority, used the independent-
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observations strategy. When distinguishing between same or different voices, only 10 of
29 subjects (34%) used the independent-observations strategy; the rest favored the
differencing strategy. Although the difference in the number of subjects using each
strategy was not significant in the same-voice task (p = .14), this was the first of our five
same-different designs in which the results were in the direction towards favoring the
differencing strategy. Because the same-different voice condition is inherently more
difficult and sensitivity is low, the additional noise may have affected subjects’ ability to
consistently implement the optimal differencing strategy.
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CHAPTER 3
GENERAL DISCUSSION

These five experiments offered somewhat conflicting evidence regarding
subjects’ ability to encode and later retrieve pitch information in order to make source
decisions. For the old-new experiments, while the pattern of source responses as a
function of pitch in Experiment 1 was initially very encouraging, we were unable to
replicate this pattern even after increasing source sensitivity in Experiment 4. Why did
the subjects in Experiment 4 not exhibit the same reliance on pitch as the subjects in
Experiment 1?
In an attempt to reconcile these apparently conflicting results, we revisited the
pitch analyses of the old-new designs, Experiments 1 and 4 (see Figures 7 and 16). While
the results of these analyses demonstrated that subjects were more likely to respond
“Claire” for items that were spoken in a low pitch than for items that were spoken in a
high pitch, the pitch of the items was confounded with the actual speaker. Low-pitched
items were more likely to be drawn from the Claire distribution, so subjects should have
been more likely to respond “Claire” for these items whether or not they were relying on
pitch.
In order to see if the observed pattern of responses was actually influenced by
pitch or could have resulted exclusively from the proportion of Claire and Tonya items in
each pitch bin, we conducted a randomized version of the pitch analysis. We maintained
the proportion of Claire and Tonya items in each bin from the previous analysis, but we
controlled for pitch information. Claire and Tonya items were selected at random across
the entire pitch range so that bins differed only by the proportion of Claire and Tonya
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items included, and the mean pitches for each voice in each bin were approximately
equal. As in the previous analysis, we calculated the proportion of “Claire” responses
subjects made in each bin. The pattern of results for this random pitch reanalysis was
strikingly similar to the pattern observed in the original pitch analysis (see Figure 23),
suggesting that subjects were not necessarily making use of pitch information to make
their source memory judgments in the old-new experiments.
In light of the results of this reanalysis, it now appears that subjects were using
information other than pitch to distinguish between the voices in the old-new
experiments. Perhaps subjects were using other distinctive voice qualities such as accents
or intonation to decide if Claire or Tonya spoke a particular word. It is also possible that
subjects were treating this task as a paired associates task by encoding only the word and
the name of the speaker rather than any perceptual information about the voice.
Despite our skepticism about subjects’ ability to use pitch to distinguish between
voices in an old-new source task, the decision bound fits of the same-different memory
experiments tell a different story. While the decision bound fits as a function of pitch
were rather poor for many subjects in Experiment 3 using two female voices, the fits
were reasonable in Experiments 5a and 5b using two male and two female voices. The
fact that subjects’ same-different responses can be fit by decision bounds projected on the
dimensions of pitch offers very encouraging evidence that subjects can, in fact, encode
and later retrieve pitch information. Unlike the old-new pitch analysis, these decision
bound fits are not plagued by the speaker confound, which further corroborates our
conclusion that subjects were using pitch in the same-different tasks.
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Given the success of the same-different memory design in locating subjects’
decision bounds as a function of the pitch of each stimulus, our ultimate goal would be to
map these same-different representations onto the original SDT source model (Figure 3)
to see how subjects are using item and source information to make source attributions.
Further work is required before this step can be accomplished, as we have not yet found a
direct mapping between the dimensions of pitch and the dimensions of item and source
familiarity. Only once this direct mapping is discovered will we be free from our reliance
on measures that are inferred from our data.
Though it is very encouraging that subjects were able to use pitch in the novel
same-different tasks, it may seem surprising that this conclusion was not confirmed in the
more conventional old-new source tasks. However, it is reasonable to assume that there is
something different about the demands of the two classes of experiments that either
encourages or discourages subjects’ use of pitch. For instance, while the old-new design
easily lends itself to the use of a paired associates strategy whereby subjects encode only
the word and the name of the speaker, it may be more cognitively demanding to use that
strategy for the same-different design. When comparing two words in memory to make a
same-different judgment, it may be easier to retrieve and compare pitch information than
to identify the particular speaker for each word, especially when there are multiple
speakers. It appears, then, that subjects are capable of encoding and later retrieving pitch
information to make source decisions, but they do so only when it is essential to task
performance.
In order to further test our hypothesis that subjects can use pitch when the
conditions warrant it, one could conduct an experiment that focuses on pitch rather than
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the identity of the speaker. In this experiment, subjects would hear a series of words
spoken by Claire and Tonya, and they would be asked to rate the pitch of each word on a
6-point scale from “low pitch” to “high pitch” during encoding. There would be no
mention of the fact that there are actually two female speakers, and accordingly, no
names would be provided for the two speakers. At test, subjects would be presented with
each of the study words in text only on the screen without audio. Subjects would give a
binary response regarding whether that word was spoken at a low pitch during the study
or at a high pitch.
As in Experiments 1 and 4, one could look at the proportion of “low” and “high”
responses in each pitch bin to analyze subjects’ use of pitch. If subjects were successfully
encoding pitch information at study and retrieving it at test to make their responses, the
proportion of “low pitch” responses should be greatest in the lowest pitch bin and
decrease monotonically as the actual pitch increases. Correspondingly, the proportion of
“high pitch” responses should increase as the stimulus pitch increases. Because the focus
would be on pitch rather than speaker at encoding, there should not be any differences in
the pattern of responses across speakers. Subjects should be more likely to encode and
later retrieve perceptual information at test rather than simply treating it as a paired
associates task. This experiment could tell us if subjects are able make use of pitch
information from memory with a design other than our novel same-different experiments.
If they are capable of using pitch, one could conduct a same-different follow-up
experiment that emphasizes pitch rather than speaker in order to more adequately model
subjects’ decision strategies.
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While the current experiments are designed to explore whether or not subjects can
use pitch in the lab under ideal conditions, one question that remains is whether or not
people in real-world settings encode and retrieve pitch information to make speaker
attributions. This question is particularly relevant in the field of earwitness testimony (see
Clifford, 1980, and Yarmey, 1995, for a review), as these earwitnesses could potentially
rely on perceptual qualities such as pitch to match a sample of a suspect’s voice with the
information they encoded about the perpetrator’s voice (Yarmey, 1995). The results of
the current experiments cast some doubt on earwitnesses’ ability to use pitch to
accurately identify a speaker, as the conditions during a crime are likely far from ideal for
encouraging the analysis and encoding of pitch, and even ideal conditions lead to rather
mediocre source accuracy.
Independent from the question of whether or not subjects were using pitch to
inform their source decisions in all of the current experiments, the relative fits of the
multinomial, dual-process, and signal detection source models could be compared for the
current data. While the form of ROCs and zROCs can be diagnostic of the nature of the
underlying model (Macmillan & Creelman, 2005), the flattened nature of the current
ROCs made it difficult to support or refute any particular model over another, as the
curves are somewhere in between the linear and curvilinear predicted forms. The
flattened nature of the source ROCs is, however, typical of those in the literature
(Slotnick & Dodson, 2005), and the Hautus et al. (2008) model has been found to easily
describe this ROC form. While the SDT model did not fit well in the old-new
experiments, one should not necessarily discount this model, as we did not conduct an
analysis to directly compare the competing models.
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In spite of our doubts regarding peoples’ ability to consistently use pitch to make
source memory decisions across a variety of contexts, the previous experiments were
informative nonetheless. We successfully administered a novel same-different memory
design that provided a tool for directly analyzing subjects’ decision strategies, and the
results showed that subjects can use pitch to make source attributions when prompted by
the demands of the task. Adding to the usefulness of the same-different memory design, it
would be possible to use this task for virtually any source memory stimuli that can be
controlled along a known quantitative dimension. With this tool, we are one step closer to
ending our reliance on measures that are inferred from data to describe subjects’ source
memory performance.
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APPENDIX A
TABLES

Table 1: Decision Bound Model Fits For Experiment 2a
Subject
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Differencing
.485*
.468
.458
.498*
.542**
.528
.492
.535
.488*
.478
.468*
.492
.548*
.532*
.535*
.458*
.555
.492
.505*
.488
.535*
.515*
.559**
.498
.381
.555
.518
.454
.485
.555*

IndependentObservations
.468
.522*
.525*
.478
.542**
.532*
.559*
.562*
.462
.512*
.448
.512*
.545
.492
.492
.428
.559*
.555*
.462
.569*
.508
.462
.559**
.522*
.522*
.699*
.545*
.464*
.548*
.492

Note: * denotes superior fit; ** denotes equal fits for both models.
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Table 2: Decision Bound Model Fits For Experiment 2b
Subject
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Differencing
.667
.693
.710
.677*
.710
.700
.690
.693
.657
.687
.610
.713
.670
.707
.600
.610
.743*
.713
.680
.733
.697
.603
.693
.693
.660
.753
.713
.650
.643

IndependentObservations
.747*
.830*
.797*
.650
.760*
.733*
.827*
.783*
.740*
.693*
.647*
.760*
.783*
.813*
.670*
.733*
.727
.820*
.797*
.847*
.763*
.683*
.727*
.790*
.780*
.827*
.727*
.657*
.673*

Note: * denotes superior fit.
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Table 3: Decision Bound Model Fits for Experiment 3

Subject
1
2
3
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Differencing
.490
.523
.470*
.517
.663*
.510*
.603
.513**
.707**
.497
.590
.533*
.557
.533*
.523
.577
.473*
.597*
.483*
.603

IndependentObservations
.537*
.540*
.393
.570*
.657
.500
.670*
.513**
.707**
.577*
.617*
.443
.627*
.483
.557*
.627*
.467
.593
.477
.647*

Subject
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
32
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Differencing
.480*
.470
.647
.593
.510
.517*
.610*
.533
.450
.473
.483*
.520
.607
.440
.700
.447
.570
.517*
.460
.603*

Note: * denotes superior fit; ** denotes equal fits for both models.
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IndependentObservations
.437
.483*
.663*
.677*
.533*
.460
.600
.600*
.520*
.493*
.423
.587*
.650*
.530*
.843*
.530*
.660*
.447
.520*
.573

Table 4: Decision Bound Model Fits for Experiment 5a

Subject
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Differencing
.522*
.576*
.607*
.480
.667
.578*
.551
.516
.493
.717*
.706*
.587*
.453*
.676*
.388
.607*
.504
.545*
.502
.621*
.527*
.569*
.551*
.690*
.531*
.605*
.554*
.424
.493

IndependentObservations
.491
.563
.467
.538*
.746*
.469
.554*
.565*
.536*
.513
.364
.525
.417
.558
.538*
.558
.545*
.482
.538*
.609
.504
.473
.520
.545
.498
.525
.484
.502*
.549*

Note: * denotes superior fit.
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Table 5: Decision Bound Model Fits for Experiment 5b

Subject
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Differencing
.520
.777
.710
.600*
.569*
.473
.600
.554
.402
.663
.616
.746
.551
.455
.498
.549*
.638
.478
.761
.489
.567
.498
.670*
.583*
.665
.545*
.580
.507
.725

IndependentObservations
.594*
.857*
.792*
.507
.527
.549*
.719*
.558*
.473*
.783*
.708*
.830*
.621*
.511*
.527*
.480
.725*
.482*
.804*
.507*
.656*
.504*
.641
.511
.734*
.487
.605*
.549*
.837*

Note: * denotes superior fit.
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APPENDIX B
FIGURES

Figure 1: One-Dimensional SDT Model
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Figure 2: Banks’ (2000) multidimensional SDT model of recognition and
source discrimination. N = new items, A = old source A items, B = old source B
items. y1 is the old-new decision axis, y2 is the source decision axis, c1 is the old-new
criterion, and c2 is the source criterion.
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Figure 3: DeCarlo’s (2003) model demonstrating the correlation
between item and source discrimination. N = new items, A = old source A
items, B = old source B items, c1 = source criterion, c2 = old-new criterion.
As c2 becomes more conservative, source discrimination increases.
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Figure 4: The decision space of Hautus, Irwin, & Forsyth’s same-different
model. x1 = value on dimension 1 (e.g., amplitude of tone 1) and x2 = value on
dimension 2 (e.g., amplitude of tone 2). The four resulting stimulus distributions
include two “same” distributions and two “different” distributions. The left panel
depicts the differencing strategy, and the right panel depicts the independentobservations strategy.
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Figure 5: The average frequency distributions of two female voices, Claire
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Figure 6: Experiment 1 old-new (upper panel) and source (lower panel)
ROCs. Circles indicate observed data, and the curves represent the best fitting SDT
ROCs.
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Figure 7: Experiment 1 pitch analysis, demonstrating the proportion of
“Claire” responses and the proportion of actual Claire items as a function of
stimulus pitch.
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Figure 8: Experiment 1 same-different stimulus plot. The pitch of word 1 is
on the y-axis, and the pitch of word 2 is on the x-axis. The x’s represent pairs of
words that were spoken by the same voice during the study, and the o’s represent
pairs of words that were spoken by different voices. C = Claire and T = Tonya.
Pairs in the upper-left quadrant are most often Tonya/Claire pairs, Tonya/Tonya in
the upper-right, Claire/Tonya in the lower-right, and Claire/Claire in the lower-left.
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panel). Circles indicate observed data, and the curves represent the best fitting SDT
ROCs.
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Figure 10: Example decision bounds of the independent-observations
strategy (upper panel) and differencing strategy (lower panel) for Experiment 2
stimulus plots.
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Pitch of Stimulus 2 (Hz)
Figure 11: Same-different responses for the highest performing subject in
Experiment 2a with the best fitting decision bounds. Fit = the percentage of
correctly classified points using these bounds.
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Pitch of Stimulus 2 (Hz)
Figure 12: Same-different responses for a representative subject in
Experiment 2b with the best fitting decision bounds. Fit = the percentage of
correctly classified points using these bounds.
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Figure 13: Experiment 3 ROCs for all subjects (upper panel) and abovechance subjects (lower panel). Circles indicate observed data, and the curves
represent the best fitting SDT ROCs.
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Pitch of Stimulus 2 (Hz)
Figure 14: Same-different responses for a representative subject in
Experiment 3 with the best fitting decision bounds. Fit = the percentage of correctly
classified points using these bounds.
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Figure 15: Experiment 4 old-new and source ROCs. Circles indicate
observed data, and the curves represent the best fitting SDT ROCs.
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Figure 16: Experiment 4 pitch analysis, demonstrating the proportion of
“Claire” responses and the proportion of actual Claire items as a function of
stimulus pitch.
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Figure 17: The average frequency distributions for the 2 female and 2 male
voices in Experiment 5.
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Figure 18: Experiment 5 same-different decision space. The upper panel
depicts the same-different voice condition, and the lower panel depicts the samedifferent gender condition. B = Ben, J = Jack, C = Claire, and T = Tonya. The
dashed circles represent “same” pairs, and the solid circles represent “different”
pairs.
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Figure 19: Experiment 5a ROCs for all subjects (upper panel) and abovechance subjects (lower panel). Circles indicate observed data, and the curves
represent the best fitting SDT ROCs.
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Pitch of Stimulus 2 (Hz)
Figure 20: Same-different responses for the highest performing subject in
Experiment 5a with the best fitting decision bounds. Fit = the percentage of
correctly classified points using these bounds.
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Figure 21: Experiment 5b ROCs for all subjects and above-chance subjects.
Circles indicate observed data, and the curves represent the best fitting SDT ROCs.
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Pitch of Stimulus 2 (Hz)
Figure 22: Same-different responses for the highest performing subject in
Experiment 5b with the best fitting decision bounds. Fit = the percentage of
correctly classified points using these bounds.
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Figure 23: Experiment 4 reanalysis, demonstrating the proportion of
“Claire” responses and the proportion of actual Claire items as a function of
stimulus pitch and the proportion of “Claire” responses averaging across pitch and
maintaining the proportion of actual Claire items.
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